hinged grate deluxe urinal
The Veitch Hinged Grate Deluxe Urinal is ideally suited for all areas where
a high standard of hygiene is required such as schools, hotels and public toilets.
It has a 610mm wide tray with non slip stainless steel hinged grate, 275mm
return wings and full length weir sparge to the face. It can be installed flush to
the floor or with a raised step and stainless steel front panel, which is suitable for
both tiled and vinyl floors.

All Veitch urinals are
WELS approved!

Water rating
when used
with cistern.

Operating features, Key features & Optional extras:
Refer to page 3.2a for more information.

(Tested with Caroma
Water Wafer 600mm
flush pipe)

Specifications:
Inlet: Top inlet for wall mounted cistern, or rear inlet for concealed cistern.
Both to suit with 40mm dia. tube (copper). One inlet required for every
2.0metres in length.
Outlet: Select from 50mm BSP outlet for connection to PVC trap, or a 100mm
dia. outlet tapered for use with a pan collar. The outlet is positioned
175mm from the rear wall and 150mm either end however, the outlet
can be positioned almost anywhere along the length of the tray.
Fixing: The urinal comes with stainless steel legs for stability. It is designed
with a side tiling flange at either end, which must be vertical when
installed. It is attached to the rear and side walls by screwing through
the 12mm tiling flange at the top and the sides.
Bring wall tiles down over the tiling flanges.

Water rating
when used
with
automatic
flushing
device.
(Tested with Reece
Sensor Flush
1000mm flush pipe)

Floor mounted model:
(Left)
This model sits above the
floor and can be used with
tiled or vinyl floors.
It
should be ordered with a
stainless steel front skirt to
conceal plumbing.

Recessed model:
(Right)
This model is recessed
into the floor and sits
flush to the floor.

Designed & manufactured in Australia.

quality stainless steel products
address: 51 Commercial Drive
Thomastown, Vic. 3074
phone: 03 9465 4131
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email:
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